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Abstract
Solid state drives (SSDs) play an important role in large-scale
data centers. SSD failures affect the stability of storage sys-
tems and cause additional maintenance overhead. To predict
and handle SSD failures in advance, this paper proposes a
multi-view and multi-task random forest (MVTRF) scheme.
MVTRF predicts SSD failures based on multi-view features
extracted from both long-term and short-term monitoring data
of SSDs. Particularly, multi-task learning is adopted to si-
multaneously predict what type of failure it is and when it
will occur through the same model. We also extract the key
decisions of MVTRF to analyze why the failure will occur.
These details of failure would be useful for verifying and
handling SSD failures. The proposed MVTRF is evaluated on
the large-scale real data from data centers. The experimental
results show that MVTRF has higher failure prediction accu-
racy and improves precision by 46.1% and recall by 57.4% on
average compared with the existing schemes. The results also
demonstrate the effectiveness of MVTRF on failure type and
time prediction and failure cause identification, which helps
to improve the efficiency of failure handling.

1 Introduction

Compared with hard disk drives (HDDs), NAND flash-based
solid state drives (SSDs) have higher performance and lower
power consumption [8, 19] and thus have become popular in
enterprise storage systems and large data centers. However, to
reduce costs, the storage density of SSDs is increasing, which
reduces the endurance and reliability of SSDs [6, 25, 48].
Large-scale data centers usually have hundreds of thousands
or even millions of SSDs. Such a large-scale deployment of
SSDs poses a challenge to data center reliability. Although
redundancy mechanisms (such as replication [38] and RAID
[32]) have been used to protect data from loss, SSD failure
still causes two major problems. First, even if the data center
adopts a redundant protection scheme, SSD failure also af-
fects the performance of the storage system and the stability

of online services. Second, SSD failure leads to additional
maintenance costs due to failure location, failure recovery,
etc. Therefore, SSD failure prediction, as a proactive fault
tolerance mechanism, has received increasing attention re-
cently. Compared with the passive redundancy mechanisms,
it can identify and proactively handle potential SSD failures
in advance, thereby improving the reliability of the storage
system and reducing the costs of failure location and recovery.
In the large-scale storage system, it is significant to monitor
the symptoms of SSD failures and predict failures in advance.

A common monitoring solution for modern storage devices
(HDDs and SSDs) is S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis,
and Reporting Technology), which can monitor and record
the internal reliability-related attributes of drives. SMART
logs are usually captured regularly, for example, there are
one or several SMART logs captured per day for each device
(in this paper, a log refers to a snapshot of SSD monitoring
attributes). Since SMART logs originate from HDDs, many
previous works [4, 9, 14, 21, 23, 24, 29, 42, 46, 49, 51] have
studied HDD failure prediction based on SMART logs, and
only some works [27, 30, 45, 50] focus on SSDs. In recent
years, to better monitor SSDs, some SSD manufacturers have
customized more attributes about SSD reliability and failure.
Based on these custom attributes, some works [3,7,16] predict
SSD failures more effectively.

For SSD failure prediction algorithms, most current
schemes are based on supervised learning. They regard fail-
ure prediction as a binary classification problem (healthy
SSD and failed SSD), and build classification models (such
as random forest and neural network) to identify failed
SSDs [3, 16, 27, 30, 45]. Some other works [7, 50] adopt
anomaly detection approaches (such as isolated forest and
autoencoder) to predict SSD failures, based on unsupervised
learning. These schemes are primarily designed to learn the
pattern of healthy SSDs. When the monitoring log of an SSD
is very different from that of most healthy SSDs, it is consid-
ered that a failure may occur.

The previous works still face the following challenges.
First, most of them [3,7,27,30,45] predict SSD failures based
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on one or several short-term monitoring logs, and pay less
attention to the long-term logs of SSDs. However, through
our analysis, some SSD failures may not be reflected in short-
term local information, but hidden in long-term information.
A few works [16,50] use sequence models such as long short-
term memory (LSTM) [17] to directly learn from long-term
data, but the sequence lengths of SSD monitoring data are
too long and the lengths vary greatly, which affect the perfor-
mance of sequence models. For long-term data, their trends
and distributions are actually important for judging SSD fail-
ures (see Section 2.2). Second, although the failure prediction
has screened the possible failed SSDs, it lacks instructive
suggestions for verifying and handling failures. The operator
only knows that a failure may occur, but not know what it
is, when and why it will occur. Predicting or analyzing more
information such as failure type, lifespan (remaining working
time before failure) and failure cause is helpful for operators
to verify whether it is an internal SSD failure, and judge what
measures to take and whether it is urgent. For example, opera-
tors would deal with different types of failures with different
urgency and measures (see Section 2.1).

In order to solve these challenges, we propose a multi-
view and multi-task random forest (MVTRF) scheme. First,
in addition to the short-term raw data, we generate histogram
statistics and sequence-related features to reflect the long-term
pattern of monitoring data. MVTRF adopts multiple input
and groups decision trees to learn these multi-view features
in parallel. It can predict SSD failures with both short-term
and long-term information. Second, MVTRF employs multi-
task learning to jointly learn the failure pattern through the
associated failure type classification and remaining lifespan
prediction. With these two tasks, the operator knows what type
of failure it is and when it will occur, and can take correspond-
ing actions. Finally, according to the decision process, we
extract key decisions from MVTRF to reveal why the failure
occurs and help operators verify and deal with SSD failures
quickly. Experiments on real data from data centers show that
MVTRF is effective and outperforms existing schemes. Our
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We design histogram features and sequence-related fea-
tures to characterize the distribution and trend of long-
term monitoring data. MVTRF is proposed to jointly
learn failure patterns from these features and short-term
raw data, thereby improving the prediction accuracy.

• We propose SSD failure type prediction and combine
remaining lifespan prediction to suggest proactive mea-
sures, in addition to failure prediction. Multi-task learn-
ing is adopted for these three tasks, since joint learning
of related tasks can improve the model performance for
each task.

• We propose a similar decision extraction (SDE) approach
to extract the key decisions of MVTRF, so as to identify

the symptoms and causes of SSD failures, and provide
more information for verifying and handling failures.

2 Data Analysis and Motivation

2.1 Dataset
The large-scale SSD monitoring datasets of Samsung PM1733
and PM9A3 SSDs were collected from the data center of
Tencent cloud. The datasets include more than 70 million
monitoring logs within nine months from more than 300,000
SSDs with different lifespans in Tencent’s data center. The
log information consists of SSD serial number, server serial
number, timestamp and SSD internal attribute values. Besides
SMART attributes, Samsung has customized more internal
attributes to enhance SSDs’ self-monitoring capability, which
makes it possible to predict and analyze more failure infor-
mation. There are a total of 40 internal attributes for PM1733
and 85 for PM9A3. All these attributes, including standard
SMART attributes and custom attributes, are called Telemetry
attributes in this paper, and some of them are shown below.

• media_errors: the number of unrecovered data integrity
errors detected by the controller

• controller_busy_time: the amount of time the controller
spends on I/O commands

• temperature: the current temperature of internal compos-
ite

• read_recovery_attempts: total count of uncorrectable
NAND reads that require retrying

• wear_leveling_max: maximum erase cycle of internal
blocks

• nand_bytes_written: the number of NAND sectors writ-
ten (1 count = 32MB)

The failure lists of both PM1733 and PM9A3 were also
provided by Tencent. The lists contain the information of
SSD failures collected by Tencent operators, including the
serial number of failed SSDs, failure’s report date, failure
description, and handling time and measures. There are totally
409 failure records in the lists. After checking by operators,
most of them were SSD failures, and a few of them were
failures of other devices such as the server backplane. Since
manually checking and verifying each failure is a burden,
operators need additional failure information (such as failure
causes) to verify failures more efficiently.

By analyzing the failure description and handling measures
in Tencent’s failure lists, we found that failures can be divided
into eight types, and different measures were taken at different
times to deal with different types of failures. These failure
types are called Check Failed, Cancelling I/O, Media Error,
SSD Drop, Fail Mode, PLP, Read Only, and Reliability Degra-
dation, and the relevant descriptions are shown in Table 1.
Based on the measures and time to handle different failures,
we also give a corresponding reference in terms of urgency.
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Table 1: Eight SSD failure types.

Failure type Description Urgency
Check Failed Health or performance check failed High

Cancelling I/O NVMe cancelling I/O Medium

PLP Power loss protection test failed Medium

SSD Drop SSD cannot be detected by host Medium

Fail Mode Device fail mode Medium

Media Error Some data cannot be read correctly Medium

Read Only Unable to write data to SSD Medium

Reliability Degradation NVMe reliability degradation Low

For example, the SSDs with Check Failed were processed in
an average of four days, and almost all of them were directly
replaced, so its urgency is high. In contrast, the SSDs with
Reliability Degradation were processed in an average of 19
days, and a small number of them were replaced. Reliability
Degradation only means that there may be a problem with
the SSD, but no real failure has occurred, while Check Failed
generally means that the SSD has an unspecified serious fail-
ure with the impact on the performance of storage system.
Some definite failure types, such as Media Error and Read
Only, have definite effect and may be mitigated by redundancy
mechanisms, and the processing urgency is medium.

Finding 1: The failure needs to be checked manually
to confirm whether it is an internal SSD failure, and the
urgency and measures to deal with the failure may vary
depending on the confirmed SSD failure phenomenon
and type. Detailed failure information is significant for
failure handling.

2.2 Failure Analysis
To gain insight into SSD failures for failure prediction, we
analyzed the failed SSDs in Tencent datasets based on Teleme-
try attributes. First, the distribution of Telemetry attributes of
failed SSDs and healthy SSDs were analyzed to mine their dif-
ferences. We evenly divided the value range of each attribute
from minimum to maximum into multiple buckets, and used
histograms to compare the data distribution of failed SSDs
and healthy SSDs in each bucket.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 compare the data distribution of
failed SSDs and healthy SSDs with nand_bytes_written and
temperature attributes, respectively. The horizontal coordi-
nate is the bucket index, and the vertical coordinate is the
proportion of data that falls in the bucket. Figure 1 shows
that most nand_bytes_written values of the failed SSDs and
healthy SSDs fall in the buckets 1–7. However, the values of
failed SSDs have a larger proportion than healthy SSDs in
the later buckets. Figure 2 shows that the data distribution of
failed SSDs and healthy SSDs differs greatly in the buckets
20–23 of temperature attribute, but the distribution before
bucket 17 is more similar. Overall, the Telemetry values of

Figure 1: Distribution of nand_bytes_written of failed SSDs
and healthy SSDs.

Figure 2: Distribution of temperature of failed SSDs and
healthy SSDs.

Figure 3: Bucket proportion of long-term data on buckets 1–7
of nand_bytes_written for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs.

Figure 4: Bucket proportion of long-term data on buckets 1–
16 of temperature for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs.

failed SSDs and healthy SSDs are somewhat different, but the
distributions in some ranges are similar.

To further distinguish the similar distributions of attributes
for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs, we explored the distri-
bution differences of statistics of long-term Telemetry data
(each SSD has multiple Telemetry logs over time). Multiple
values of each attribute of each SSD over a long time fall
into different buckets, and we calculated the proportion of
the number of these values in each bucket to the number of
values in all buckets, which is called the bucket proportion.
Then, we used boxplots (the line in the middle of the box is
the median, the lower edge of the box is first quartile, and the
upper edge is third quartile) to compare the distribution of
bucket proportions for failed SSDs and healthy SSDs.

For the nand_bytes_written attribute, Figure 3 shows the
bucket proportion of long-term data for buckets 1–7 whose
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distributions are similar in Figure 1. The horizontal coordi-
nate is still the bucket index, and the vertical coordinate is
the bucket proportion of long-term data. It shows that on
these buckets with similar distributions of values, the dis-
tribution of bucket proportions for long-term data of failed
SSDs and healthy SSDs was different. On buckets 3–7 with
small nand_bytes_written, the bucket proportions for long-
term data of healthy SSDs were significantly larger than those
of failed SSDs. It shows that healthy SSDs suffered from
fewer writes over the long term, and thus they were less prone
to failure. For the temperature attribute, Figure 4 shows the
bucket proportion of long-term data before bucket 17 whose
distributions were relatively similar in Figure 2. On buck-
ets 1–13 with low temperature, the bucket proportions for
long-term data of healthy SSDs were obviously larger and
this indicates that low temperature is good for SSD health. In
conclusion, based on the statistics of long-term SSD data, the
difference between failed SSDs and healthy SSDs tended to
be amplified.

Finding 2: There were some differences in the distri-
bution of Telemetry attributes between failed SSDs and
healthy SSDs, and the difference was more significant
based on the statistics of long-term Telemetry data of
each SSD (i.e., bucket proportion).

The Telemetry attributes of each SSD varied over the long
term. Next, we analyzed the long-term changing trends of
Telemetry attributes to explore the differences between failed
SSDs and healthy SSDs. Since the workload was usually simi-
lar for most SSDs on the same server, we compared the chang-
ing trends of attributes of the failed SSD with other healthy
SSDs on the same server before the failure occurred. Figure 5
shows the changing trend of main abnormal attributes of failed
SSDs with different failure types. The horizontal coordinate
represents the collection time, and the vertical coordinate rep-
resents the attribute value. Figure 5 shows that the attribute
trends of healthy SSDs on the same server were similar, while
the trend of failed SSD was different over the long term. More-
over, the curve of a failed SSD could involve multiple stages
such as slow change, rapid change, and stability.

For the Media Error failure type, Figure 5(a) shows the
changing trend of the media_errors attribute of two failed
SSDs and the healthy SSDs on the same server. Although
there are differences in the value range of two failed SSDs,
they both showed a rapid growth trend in about 20 days before
the failure occurred. Rapid growth of media_errors usually
indicates an unrecoverable component problem inside the
SSD and is one of the symptoms of SSD failure. Figure 5(b)
shows the changing trend of the controller_busy_time at-
tribute for the Read Only failure type. Compared with the
healthy SSDs, both failed SSDs show smaller growth rate of
the controller_busy_time attribute, and this trend occurred one
to two months before the failure. This trend indicates that the

(a) Media Error failures.

(b) Read Only failures.

(c) Check Failed failures.

Figure 5: Attribute trends before the failures. For each failure
type, the attribute trends of two failed SSDs and their respec-
tive server’s healthy SSDs are shown. The gray and orange
vertical dashed lines represent the date of symptom onset and
the date of failure report respectively.

SSD successfully processed fewer I/Os and experienced per-
formance anomalies, and finally the SSD went into read-only
mode. Figure 5(c) shows that the SSDs with Check Failed
went through a rapid rise for the read_recovery_attempts at-
tribute in about two months before the failure occurred. Too
many read retries generally indicate there exists a problem
inside the SSD. In general, the same failure type may have
similar changing trends of the same Telemetry attribute, but
different failure types usually showed different symptoms
which may have appeared at different times.

Finding 3: Due to similar workload and environment,
SSDs on the same server usually have similar attribute
trends, but failed SSDs may have different trends. The
attribute value may change over a long time before SSD
fails, and the change may go through multiple stages.

Finding 4: The same types of failures may have similar
symptoms in the long-term trends of attributes, and the
symptoms may appear at similar times before failures.
Different failure types usually exhibit different failure
symptoms in attribute trends. This makes it possible to
predict the failure type and remaining lifespan of SSDs.
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3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Overview

The overall architecture of our multi-view and multi-task ran-
dom forest (MVTRF) scheme is shown in Figure 6. Based
on the analysis in Section 2, our MVTRF design mainly fol-
lows three ideas: 1) the distribution and trend related features
of long-term data are designed to capture long-term failure
patterns; 2) features from different views are combined with
group learning and joint decision to predict SSD failures ac-
curately; and 3) detailed failure information is predicted and
extracted to improve the efficiency of failure handling.

Specifically, Figure 6 shows that the MVTRF scheme is
divided into two parts: offline training and online prediction.
Offline training mainly involves two steps. The first is feature
extraction. We perform preprocessing and data cleaning on
the collected large-scale Telemetry data, and extract raw fea-
tures, histogram features and sequence-related features. Raw
features focus on the values of short-term SSD data, while
histogram features and sequence-related features focus on the
distribution and trend of long-term SSD data, and they are in-
troduced in detail in Section 3.2. The second step is MVTRF
training. The extracted features are trained in groups with
MVTRF to obtain information from different views. To pre-
dict detailed failure information, we also introduce multi-task
learning to simultaneously perform multiple prediction tasks
through a single model, including the prediction of health or
failure, failure type, and remaining lifespan.

Online prediction involves the following four steps. The
first is feature extraction. The three features are extracted
from the online data in the same way as offline training. The
second is MVTRF prediction. Based on the extracted fea-
tures, the trained MVTRF model combines decisions from
different views to predict whether the SSD will fail, as well as
the specific failure type and remaining lifespan. The third is
failure cause identification. When an SSD failure is predicted,
the key decisions in the judgment process of MVTRF model
are extracted to analyze the possible causes of the failure.
Through multi-task prediction and failure-cause identification,
MVTRF not only identifies the failed SSD, but also answers
what the failure is, when and why it will occur. Based on
the information above, the fourth step is to verify the failure
and take corresponding measures. Furthermore, we regularly
train the model offline (e.g., training a new model monthly
or quarterly) and update it online to ensure that the model
can adapt to data changes. Next, we will introduce multi-view
feature extraction, MVTRF, failure-cause identification and
failure handling in detail.

3.2 Multi-view Feature Extraction

According to our observations of the symptoms of SSD fail-
ures in Section 2.2, we found that SSD failures were not only

Figure 6: Overall architecture.

reflected in the abnormal value of short-term data, but also
hidden in the distribution and trend of long-term data. It is an
option to directly feed long-term data into sequence models
such as LSTM. However, due to different usage periods and
irregular collection, the number of Telemetry logs of differ-
ent SSDs varies greatly (from a few to several thousands in
our datasets). It is difficult for sequence models to process se-
quence data with such different lengths [20]. Moreover, overly
lengthy sequences also affect the performance of sequence
models (for example, LSTM has the vanishing gradient prob-
lem in the case of long sequences [47]), and lead to excessive
computational complexity and overhead.

To avoid using long-term data directly, we extract features
from long-term data to represent its distribution and trend. The
analysis in Section 2.2 shows that the bucket statistics of long-
term data help to distinguish between failed SSDs and healthy
SSDs, therefore we first introduce histogram features based
on bucket statistics. Then, from Section 2.2, we observed that
the fluctuation and trend of long-term data also implies the
failure symptoms, and thus we introduce sequence-related
features that can characterize the degree of sequence fluctu-
ation and change. Histogram features and sequence-related
features extract key information from long-term data and dis-
card redundant information. These features and short-term
raw data constitute multi-view information for SSD failure
prediction. Specifically, when the T -th Telemetry data of an
SSD is collected, we extract raw features, histogram features
and sequence-related features as follows.

3.2.1 Raw Features

After preprocessing and data cleaning, the data of a Telemetry
log are the raw features. We discard attributes with exactly
the same value in offline training, and do the same in online
prediction. Assuming that there are N attributes remaining
after data cleaning, the raw features of the T -th Telemetry
data of SSD are defined as DT = {a1T ,a2T , ...,anT , ...,aNT},
where a1T ,a2T , ...,anT , ...,aNT are the values of N attributes.
We mainly use raw features to capture short-term abnormal
value of attributes, so they come from a single Telemetry log
by default.
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Figure 7: Overall process of generating histogram features.

3.2.2 Histogram Features

Histogram features are proposed to represent the distribu-
tion of Telemetry attributes over the long term. They are
obtained by bucket statistics on the long-term raw features
DT−L–DT of the SSD. L defaults to 256 and the time span
of 256 logs is generally more than three months, which can
cover the time span of failure symptoms analyzed in Sec-
tion 2.2. The overall process of generating histogram fea-
tures is shown in Figure 7. First, the minimum and maxi-
mum values of each attribute of all data are calculated dur-
ing offline training, and the min and max of the n-th at-
tribute are defined as minn, maxn. Then, the min to max
range of each attribute is divided into M buckets (100 by
default), and the M ranges of the n-th attribute are defined
as {(−∞,minn], (minn,minn + Sn],...,(minn + (M − 3)×Sn,
minn + (M − 2)×Sn), [maxn,+∞)}, where Sn = (maxn −
minn)/(M − 2). Since the min and max of many attributes
have special meaning, the min and max buckets are in-
dependent. Afterwards, we divide the features of each at-
tribute of DT−L–DT into each bucket and count them. The
statistics of the n-th attribute on M buckets is defined as
{Cn1,Cn2, ...,Cnm, ...,CnM}, where Cnm is the count of this at-
tribute falling in the range of bucket m and ∑

M
m=1 Cnm = L. In

particular, when the number of SSD logs is less than L, all
raw features (D1–DT ) of the SSD are counted in buckets. In
order to avoid the influence of this special case, we divide the
bucket counts by the number of logs to get the proportions,
and the formula for normalizing Cnm to the proportion Pnm is
as follows.

Pnm =

{
Cnm

T , T < L
Cnm

L , T ≥ L
(1)

Then the normalized M-dimensional feature
{Pn1,Pn2, ...,Pnm, ...,PnM} of the n-th attribute is ob-
tained, and ∑

M
m=1 Pnm = 1. Through normalization, we solve

the problem of large differences in the number of SSD logs.
Next, we concatenate the M-dimensional features of all N

attributes to get the histogram features whose dimension is
N ×M. Since some buckets are less meaningful for failure
prediction (e.g., the bucket for wear_leveling_max = 0), we
adopt recursive feature elimination with cross-validation
(RFECV) [28] to remove some buckets. During offline
training, the RFECV algorithm forms multiple bucket
subsets by recursively eliminating the least important
buckets, and then selects the bucket subset with highest
discrimination between failed SSDs and healthy SSDs
through cross-validation. During online prediction, we only
need to calculate the values of these selected buckets as the
final histogram features. This not only reduces the noise
from buckets with low discrimination, but also decreases the
feature dimension and computational complexity.

3.2.3 Sequence-related Features

Sequence-related features are proposed to represent the fluc-
tuation and trend of long-term raw features DT−L–DT of SSD.
As stated in Finding 3 (see Section 2.2), the attribute trends
of failed SSDs may change over a long time, and there may
be multiple change stages. We introduce the coefficient of
variation [2] to characterize the fluctuation of the attribute,
and introduce kurtosis [10] and slope to characterize the trend
of the attribute. To capture the multiple changing stages that
may exist in long-term data, we also divide DT−L–DT into G
segments equally in the time dimension (G is 4 by default),
and calculate the coefficient of variation, kurtosis and slope
separately for each segment. Assuming that the g-th segment
starts at ts and ends at te (T −L ≤ ts < te ≤ T ) and the raw fea-
tures are Dts –Dte , the sequence-related features are calculated
as follows.

Coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation can
measure the dispersion degree of the attribute over a long
period of time. Relative to variance or standard deviation, the
coefficient of variation can eliminate the effect of different
scales for different attributes and different SSDs. We calculate
the coefficient of variation for each segment window of each
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Figure 8: The structure of MVTRF.

attribute of the long-term raw features DT−L–DT respectively,
and the calculation formula of the coefficient of variation
CVARng for the g-th segment of the n-th attribute is as follows:

CVARng =

√
G
L ∑

te
t=ts(ant −µng)2

µng
(2)

where µng =
G
L ∑

te
t=ts ant .

Kurtosis. Kurtosis reflects the steepness of an attribute’s
distribution over the long term. The calculation formula of
the kurtosis KURTng for the g-th segment of the n-th attribute
is shown below:

KURTng =
G
L ∑

te
t=ts(ant −µng)

4

(G
L ∑

te
t=ts(ant −µng)2)2

−3 (3)

Slope. Slope can reflect the changing trend of an attribute
over time. The slope SLOPEng for the g-th segment of the
n-th attribute is calculated as follows:

SLOPEng =
ante −ants

te − ts
(4)

In addition, when the number of raw features of an SSD is
less than L, the above features are calculated based on all the
raw features of the SSD (i.e., D1–DT , and L = T in the above
formula), thereby avoiding the impact of various sequence
lengths.

As stated in Finding 3, the trends of some attributes of failed
SSDs may be quite different from those of other healthy SSDs
on the same server. Therefore, for the above CVAR, KURT ,
and SLOPE, we calculate the difference between their values
of an SSD and the average values of the same feature of other
SSDs on the same server, defined as CVAR_diff , KURT_diff ,
SLOPE_diff . SSDs in the same server usually have similar
workloads, so differences of attribute fluctuations and trends
between these SSDs can provide more information for failure
prediction. Next, we concatenate the CVAR, KURT , SLOPE

and CVAR_diff , KURT_diff , SLOPE_diff of G windows of
all N attributes to obtain sequence-related features of the SSD,
with a dimension of N×G×6. Finally, RFECV is also used to
select more effective features from these features, similar to
the approach in Section 3.2.2.

3.3 MVTRF
To learn the pattern of the extracted features, we chose ran-
dom forests [5] as our base model for three reasons. First,
existing studies have demonstrated good performance of ran-
dom forests on SSD failure prediction [3, 27, 30, 45]. Second,
a random forest is composed of multiple decision trees, and
each decision tree divides the samples into different classes
through a series of judgments on features. Its interpretability
is good, which is helpful in further identifying failure causes
through the judgment process (see Section 3.4). Third, the
computational complexity of random forests is lower com-
pared with neural network-related models, which is beneficial
in reducing overhead during offline training and online pre-
diction.

Section 3.2 introduced raw features, histogram features and
sequence-related features. Each of them actually characterizes
the state of SSDs from a different view, and we concatenate
these three features together to form combined features with
a global view. It is an option to adopt combined features as
the input of all decision trees of random forest. However, it
would be more reliable to predict SSD failures from these
different views independently and then make decisions to-
gether. Therefore, we designed MVTRF with different sets of
decision trees to learn different types of features in parallel.
As shown in Figure 8, all decision trees of a random forest
are equally divided into four sets, which learn raw features,
histogram features, sequence-related features and combined
features respectively. Then, all decision trees of the four sets
vote to get the final prediction result. The class with the most
votes is the predicted class, and the vote share is the con-
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fidence probability. In this way, we combine features from
different views to obtain the final judgment.

As stated in Finding 1 (see Section 2.1), more failure infor-
mation can help operators take actions, and thus we recom-
mend predicting the failure type and remaining lifespan when
predicting the SSD failure. We adopt multi-task learning [1]
to allow the single model to learn these three prediction tasks
simultaneously. Multi-task learning and prediction with a sin-
gle model has the following two advantages over using three
independent models to learn and predict three tasks. First, our
three tasks are related to each other. For example, Finding
4 in Section 2.2 shows the correlation between failure type
and the time window of failure symptom. Joint learning of
related tasks tends to improve the prediction accuracy of the
model for each task. Second, learning and predicting three
tasks simultaneously via a single model can reduce the time
and overhead of training and prediction.

The specific definitions of the three tasks are as follows.
1) Failure prediction. We define it as a binary classification
task. The data of healthy SSDs and failed SSDs are labeled
0 and 1 respectively. 2) Failure type prediction. We define
it as a multi-classification task. The data of healthy SSDs
and failed SSDs are labeled 0 and 1–O respectively. Our
datasets have eight failure types, so O = 8. 3) Remaining
lifespan prediction. Regression is more suitable for this task,
but in order to maintain unity with the above two tasks, we
also define it as a multi-classification task. The data more
than one week from the failure are labeled 0, the data from
one day to one week from the failure are labeled 1, the data
within one day from the failure are labeled 2, and the data
around the time of failure are labeled 3. Through multi-task
learning, the prediction accuracy of each task is improved and
more information is available for recommending proactive
measures.

3.4 Cause Identification and Failure Handling

In a production environment, some SSD anomalies may actu-
ally be caused by failures of other devices, such as the server
backplane. When a failure is predicted, operators need to
understand the symptoms and causes of the failure to con-
firm exactly what device is failing. In fact, one of the reasons
to use the random forest algorithm lies in its interpretabil-
ity. Random forests are based on decision trees which are
essentially a series of threshold decisions. It is in line with
human thinking, that is, the final result is obtained through
the combination of multiple judgments. By analyzing the de-
cision process, we can reveal why there is a failure, thereby
identifying the symptoms and causes of failure. However, a
random forest is an ensemble of multiple decision trees, and it
is difficult to analyze so many decision processes. Therefore,
we propose similar decision extraction (SDE) to obtain key
decisions from multiple decision trees in MVTRF to reflect
the overall decision process and find the failure causes.

Figure 9 shows an example of how SDE works and there
are three steps involved. First, each decision is chosen by the
decision tree due to its distinguishing ability, and we extract
similar decisions that appear more frequently in multiple de-
cision trees as key decisions. Two decisions are considered
to be similar when they meet the following conditions: 1) the
features and decision logic (i.e., ≤ or >) for the two decisions
are the same; and 2) the decision thresholds of both decisions
are similar, and the difference between the two thresholds
is within ∝ (10% by default). We look for similar decisions
in other decision trees for each decision, and the number of
similar decisions is used as the weight of this decision.

After calculating the weights of all decisions, the second
step is to remove redundant similar decisions. Drawing on
the idea of Non-Maximum Suppression [31], SDE retains
decisions with higher weights as key decisions and discards
similar decisions with lower weights. The main process is
as follows. 1) Sort the weights of all decisions; 2) Select
the decision with the highest weight from the unprocessed
decisions; 3) Remove other decisions similar to this decision;
and 4) Repeat operations 2 and 3 above until the weight of the
selected decision is less than half of the global highest weight.
In this way, redundant similar decisions are represented by
the key decisions with higher weights. Finally, the weights of
key decisions with the same features and decision logic can
be integrated, and the most strict threshold (i.e., the maximum
value for > and the minimum value for ≤) is retained to show
the outlier.

Figure 9: SDE. ①: Statistics of similar decisions within 10%
threshold difference; ②: Non-maximum suppression on sim-
ilar decisions; ③: Integrating key decisions with the same
features and decision logic.

The key decisions extracted by SDE can reveal the failure
cause and thus help to confirm whether it is an internal failure
of the SSD. The key decisions of many failures involve SSD
internal errors (e.g., excessive media errors, bad blocks or
program failures), indicating that SSDs are failing. When
key decisions involve the communication or environment,
such as PCI errors or temperature, operators also need to
check external devices (such as backplane) or the environment
in addition to the SSD. The failure causes revealed by key
decisions can significantly improve the efficiency of operators
in verifying failures.
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When an SSD failure is confirmed, the measures taken are
based on the predicted failure type and remaining lifespan.
As described in Section 2.1, different failure types may have
different processing urgency. For SSDs with a high-urgency
failure type, operators can replace them directly. The failures
with low or medium urgency and long remaining lifespan
can be further analyzed by operators, for example, by regular
full-disk scans using scrub technology [27]. Depending on
the urgency and remaining lifespan, the scan interval can also
be adjusted accordingly. In this way, the impact on healthy
SSDs can be significantly reduced while real failures are dealt
with in time.

4 Evaluation

We evaluated our MVTRF scheme on real datasets from data
centers. The following gives dataset setup and the evaluation
metrics.

Dataset setup: For failure prediction, MVTRF was com-
pared with existing schemes on three datasets. Besides the
PM1733 and PM9A3 Tencent Telemetry datasets introduced
in Section 2.1, the Alibaba public SMART dataset [45] was
also used to evaluate the generalizability of MVTRF. This
public dataset has multiple SSD models, but the number of
failed SSDs for some models is inconsistent with the descrip-
tion of their paper, such as the MA1 and MC1 models. Except
these models, we selected the MB1 model with the most failed
SSDs for the experiment, as more samples can reduce the test
error. There were 42,594 healthy SSDs and 1,807 failed SSDs
with two-year SMART data of 16 standard attributes for the
MB1 model.

We evaluated the performance of schemes in real scenar-
ios, i.e., the history data were used to train models and new
data online were used to predict SSD failures. Similar to the
previous work [45], each dataset was divided into a training
set, a validation set and a test set in chronological order. The
training set was used to train the model, the validation set
was used to tune model’s hyper-parameters by evaluating the
model during training, and the test set was used for the final
evaluation of the model. For each dataset, we conducted two
or three independent experiments on different data partitions,
as detailed in Table 2. The average results of the independent
experiments were deemed as the final results.

To further evaluate the generalizability of MVTRF for fail-
ure prediction on a new batch of SSDs, we performed a five-
fold cross-validation on SSDs of PM1733 Tencent dataset.
The further discussion and analysis in Section 4.2 to Sec-
tion 4.4 were also performed on the PM1733 dataset.

Metrics: We used precision, recall, F0.5-Score and
ROC_AUC to evaluate the prediction accuracy.

Precision: The proportion of correctly predicted failed
SSDs (true alarms) to all predicted failed SSDs (both true
alarms and false alarms).

Table 2: Data partitions for three datasets.

Dataset Experiment
round

Train set
(month)

Val set
(month)

Test set
(month)

Samsung PM1733 (Tencent)
1 1–7th 8th 9th

2 1–6th 7th 8th

Samsung PM9A3 (Tencent)
1 1–7th 8th 9th

2 1–6th 7th 8th

MB1 (Alibaba) [45]
(detailed model unkown)

1 1–22th 23th 24th

2 1–21th 22th 23th

3 1–20th 21th 22th

Recall: The proportion of correctly predicted failed SSDs
to all actual failed SSDs, also called the true positive rate
(TPR).

F0.5-Score: (1+0.52)×Precision×Recall
0.52×Precision+Recall . It is the harmonic av-

erage of precision and recall, where precision is weighted
higher. To avoid more false alarms for SSD failure prediction
in practice, operators pay more attention to precision [45], and
thus we use F0.5-Score to more comprehensively evaluate the
effectiveness of schemes in a production environment.

ROC_AUC: For the above three indicators, the discrimina-
tion threshold of binary classification was fixed. In practice,
different discrimination thresholds may be used. For exam-
ple, to predict more failed SSDs, the discrimination threshold
can be set lower, although there may be more false alarms
at the same time. Therefore, we introduce the area under the
curve of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [12] to re-
flect the diagnostic ability of the binary classification model
at different discrimination thresholds. The ROC curve is cre-
ated by plotting the TPR versus the false positive rate (FPR,
the proportion of false alarms to all healthy SSDs) at vari-
ous thresholds. The area under the ROC curve (ROC_AUC)
is a single score that can reflect the ability of the model to
distinguish between failed SSDs and healthy SSDs across
discrimination thresholds [7].

4.1 Comparison with Existing Schemes

In this section, we compare the proposed MVTRF with Ran-
dom Forest, Neural Network, Autoencoder, and Ensemble
LSTM on failure prediction. The descriptions of these ex-
isting methods are as follows. 1) Random Forest (RF): The
raw features of a single monitoring log are used as the input
of the random forest to predict SSD failures [3], which is
the same as the single-task RF with raw features discussed
in Section 4.3. 2) Neural Network (NN): SSD failures are
predicted based on raw features using a neural network [3]. 3)
Autoencoder (AE): The raw features of healthy SSDs are used
as the input and they are reconstructed through an encoder
and decoder. The reconstruction loss (i.e., the Euclidean dis-
tance between the input and reconstructed output) is used to
predict SSD failures [7]. 4) Ensemble LSTM (LSTM): LSTM
is used to capture failure symptoms from sequence data (the
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Table 3: Comparison of MVTRF with existing methods for failure prediction on three datasets.

Methods
PM1733 Tencent PM9A3 Tencent MB1 Alibaba Average

P R F AUC P R F AUC P R F AUC P R F AUC

RF [3] 0.58 0.31 0.48 0.69 0.75 0.33 0.60 0.75 0.56 0.37 0.51 0.87 0.63 0.34 0.53 0.77

NN [3] 0.63 0.14 0.36 0.58 0.85 0.31 0.58 0.61 0.72 0.46 0.64 0.89 0.73 0.30 0.53 0.69

AE [7] 0.54 0.14 0.34 0.77 0.54 0.33 0.40 0.78 0.36 0.46 0.31 0.88 0.48 0.31 0.35 0.81

LSTM [16] 0.36 0.40 0.36 0.69 0.52 0.25 0.28 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.87 0.50 0.42 0.42 0.73

MVTRF(Ours) 0.90 0.40 0.72 0.81 0.70 0.42 0.61 0.83 0.89 0.76 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.53 0.73 0.83

(P: precision; R: recall; F: F0.5-Score; AUC: ROC_AUC)

sequence length is also set to 256 for comparison), and multi-
ple LSTMs are integrated to jointly predict SSD failures [16].
We re-implemented these algorithms, since the source code
was not available.

Table 3 shows the results of these methods on the three
datasets and the average results. RF, NN and AE are based
on the raw features of a single monitoring log and cannot
find failure patterns in long-term data, so they produce lower
recall. AE predicts SSD failures only by learning the pattern
of healthy SSDs and its average precision (0.48) is the lowest.
However, its average ROC_AUC reaches 0.81, indicating that
AE can better distinguish between failed SSDs and healthy
SSDs at lower discrimination thresholds. LSTM achieves the
average recall of 0.42 and outperforms the previous methods.
This is because LSTM directly takes long-term sequence data
as input and can capture more long-term failure symptoms.
However, its precision and ROC_AUC is low, since the ex-
cessively long sequence length and the difference in lengths
bring noise to the LSTM model.

For the average results of three datasets, our MVTRF im-
proves precision by 46.1%, recall by 57.4%, F0.5-Score by
64.5%, and ROC_AUC by 11.1% on average compared with
the four existing methods. We extract histogram features and
sequence-related features from long-term sequence data to
reflect the distribution and trend, thereby reducing noise and
redundant information. MVTRF learns these features and raw
features separately and predicts SSD failures by combining
different views, which is more accurate and comprehensive.
In addition, MVTRF performs better on the MB1 Alibaba
dataset with a longer time span and more failed SSDs, which
is conducive to the learning of long-term failure patterns. Al-
though the three datasets have different SSD models (PM1733,
PM9A3, and MB1), monitoring attributes (40 Telemetry at-
tributes, 85 Telemetry attributes, and 16 SMART attributes),
and time spans (9 months or two years), our MVTRF shows
better performance on all three datasets, which demonstrates
its robustness and generalizability.

Furthermore, a five-fold cross-validation on the PM1733
Tencent dataset was performed to further evaluate the ef-
fectiveness and generalizability of MVTRF in terms of fail-
ure prediction on a new batch of SSDs. Similar to previous
work [3], the dataset was divided into five parts according
to the serial numbers of the SSDs, and there were five inde-

pendent experiments accordingly. In each experiment, four
parts were selected for training and validation and one for
testing. Therefore, SSDs in the test set do not appear in the
training set for each experiment, and the test sets of the five
experiments contain all SSDs. Fig. 10 shows that the cross-
validation results were roughly consistent with the results
in Table 3, with some reduction in prediction accuracy. The
data patterns of unseen SSDs may be slightly different, which
has some impact on the prediction. Compared with the ex-
isting methods, our MVTRF showed great improvements in
four metrics. It implies that MVTRF is also more effective in
failure prediction of unseen SSDs.

Figure 10: Cross-validation on PM1733 dataset. (P: precision;
R: recall; F: F0.5-Score; AUC: ROC_AUC)

4.2 Discussion on Multi-view Features
Besides the raw features, this paper proposes histogram fea-
tures and sequence-related features based on long-term data.
These features reflect the state of SSDs from different views.
By concatenating these three features, the combined features
have a more comprehensive view. We first trained RF with
each feature separately and compared their prediction accu-
racy to analyze the impact of different features on SSD failure
prediction. Then, RF, NN, and AE with combined features
and our MVTRF were also compared together to evaluate the
effectiveness of MVTRF.

Table 4 shows the results on the PM1733 Tencent dataset.
Raw features focus on abnormal attribute values, which are
easy to judge, and thus their recall is relatively high. However,
the short-term raw features cannot capture some failure symp-
toms in the long-term information, therefore the ROC_AUC
was the lowest (0.69), implying that it is difficult to find more
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failed SSDs at lower discrimination thresholds. The histogram
features and sequence-related features reflect the distribution
and trend of long-term data, and more failure symptoms can
be found, so their ROC_AUC is higher. The combined feature
contains the above three features. Since it contains multi-view
information, RF with combined features performed well in
each indicator. However, NN and AE with the same features
did not perform so well. The combined features are compre-
hensive but also contain too much information, and this leads
to the overfitting problem of these two models in training,
while RF reduces overfitting through the joint decision of var-
ious decision trees [41]. Finally, MVTRF reached 0.90, 0.40
and 0.72 in precision, recall and F0.5-Score respectively. It
enables different sets of decision trees to capture failure symp-
toms from different views, thereby further reducing overfitting
caused by mixed excess information during training.

Table 4: Comparison of MVTRF and existing methods with
different features.

Method Precision Recall F0.5-Score ROC_AUC
RF + Raw 0.61 0.34 0.52 0.69

RF + Histogram 1.00 0.17 0.48 0.72

RF + Sequence 0.50 0.25 0.38 0.81
RF + Combined 0.83 0.37 0.66 0.78

NN + Combined 0.79 0.17 0.39 0.74

AE + Combined 0.88 0.14 0.40 0.77

MVTRF 0.90 0.40 0.72 0.81

4.3 Multi-task Learning and Prediction
In addition to failure prediction, this paper introduces the
tasks of failure type prediction and remaining lifespan predic-
tion (see Section 3.3). Since joint learning of related tasks is
often beneficial for each task, we perform multi-task learning
and prediction through a single model. On the baseline RF
with raw features and our MVTRF, the impact of multi-task
learning on each task was evaluated. Table 5 compares the
performance of two models under single-task learning and
multi-task learning for three tasks. For failure prediction, the
performance was better and the F0.5-Score of two models
improved by 0.05 on average with multi-task learning and
prediction. For failure type prediction and remaining lifespan
prediction, we used the accuracy rate to evaluate the perfor-
mance, since both tasks are multi-classification tasks and they
only make sense when SSD failures are correctly predicted.
The accuracy rate is defined as the proportion of SSDs with
correctly predicted failure type (or remaining lifespan) to
all correctly predicted failed SSDs. After using multi-task
learning, Table 5 shows that the accuracy rate of two models
for failure type prediction and remaining lifespan prediction
increased by 0.04 and 0.09 on average, respectively. In conclu-
sion, multi-task learning and prediction boosted the model’s
performance on three tasks.

Table 5 shows that our MVTRF with multi-task learning
achieved an accuracy rate of 0.95 in failure type prediction
and 0.55 in remaining lifespan prediction. It demonstrates
that both predictions are effective. According to the urgency
of different failure types and the remaining lifespan, operators
can decide whether to directly replace the SSD or further
analyze it, so that the failures can be handled in a timely and
accurate manner.

Table 5: Comparison of single-task learning and multi-task
learning.

Method P R F AUC Type
Acc

Lifespan
Acc

RF + Raw
Single-task 0.58 0.31 0.48 0.69 0.88 0.44

Multi-task 0.61 0.34 0.52 0.69 0.93 0.53

MVTRF
Single-task 0.83 0.37 0.66 0.79 0.93 0.47

Multi-task 0.90 0.40 0.72 0.81 0.95 0.55

(P: precision; R: recall; F: F0.5-Score; AUC: ROC_AUC; Acc: accuracy rate)

Another benefit of using a single model for multi-task learn-
ing is that it can reduce model training and prediction time
compared with using three models to predict three tasks. Ta-
ble 6 shows the dimensions of different features, and com-
pares the total time required for separate training/prediction
and joint training/prediction on the three tasks based on these
features. Table 6 reveals that adopting multi-task learning can
reduce training/prediction time in most cases. It also shows
that the training/prediction time of MVTRF mainly depends
on the training/prediction time of the combined features with
the highest dimension. In addition, MVTRF with multi-task
learning completes the prediction of one million Telemetry
data within three minutes and thus can fully support the online
real-time prediction of large-scale SSDs.

Table 6: Total training/prediction time of single-task model
and multi-task model.

Method Feature NO.
Training time(s) Prediction time(s)
Single Multi Single Multi

RF + Raw 26 1230.9 599.8 36.5 62.8

RF + Histogram 102 1852.1 978.5 171.6 111.2

RF + Sequence 104 2867.9 1378.1 65.2 69.7

RF + Combined 232 3171.9 1707.2 232.2 130.9

MVTRF 464 3262.7 1775.2 245.2 143.0

(Train and predict on one million data.)

4.4 Similar Decision Extraction
According to the decision process of MVTRF model, we
propose SDE to obtain key decisions and find the failure
causes (see Section 3.4). Table 7 shows the key decisions
extracted from the decision process of a failed SSD. SDE
extracts five key decisions from a total of original 3,825 deci-
sions and gives them weights (as described in Section 3.4, the
weight is the number of similar decisions). The extracted
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key decisions can certainly identify this failed SSD, but
may lead to false alarms due to the large reduction in joint
decisions. We reapplied these key decisions to all data to
evaluate their effectiveness based on the false alarms in-
troduced by them. Table 7 shows that the decision with
the highest weight only had three false alarms, which indi-
cates that the extracted key decisions have a strong distin-
guishing ability. Then, all false alarms were eliminated by
combining subsequent key decisions. It can be concluded
that the decisions extracted by the SDE approach are criti-
cal and they can represent the major decision process. Ac-
cording to the key decisions, we figured out that the direct
cause of this failure was the rapid increase of media errors
(media_errors_slop > 126.44 and media_errors > 6015.5),
and thus it was verified to be an internal failure of the SSD.
In addition, the changes of temperature and wear leveling
may be potential factors (temperature_kurt <= −1.11 and
wear_leveling_max_kurt >−0.047).

Table 7: Key decisions of an SSD failure. False alarms were
reduced with the combination of key decisions.

Key decision Feature type Weight False alarms
① media_errors_slope > 126.44 Sequence 122 3 (①)

② media_errors_bkt0 <= 0.99 Histogram 120 3 (① - ②)

③ temperature_kurt <=−1.11 Sequence 117 1 (① - ③)

④ media_errors > 6015.5 Raw 113 1 (① - ④)

⑤ wear_leveling_max_kurt >−0.047 Sequence 96 0 (① - ⑤)

We also extracted several sets of key decisions from the
judgment process of all failed SSDs to evaluate the overall
discriminative ability of key decisions, as shown in Table 8.
It shows there were 53,663 decisions in total for failed SSDs,
and our SDE approach extracts 49 key decisions. Reapplying
these key decisions to all data achieved the same precision
and recall as all original decisions. The 49 key decisions per-
formed almost the same as the original 53,663 decisions in
distinguishing failed SSDs and healthy SSDs, which illus-
trates the effectiveness of the proposed SDE approach. Then,
the failure causes can be identified and analyzed based on
these decisions, which lays the foundation for verifying and
handling SSD failures.

Table 8: Comparison of key decisions with all decisions.

Decision NO. Precision Recall
All decisions 53663 0.90 0.40

Key decisions 49 0.90 0.40

5 Related Work

Many previous studies have investigated and analyzed the
impact of drive errors and failures on large data centers [13,
15, 34, 35, 37, 43, 44]. In order to take proactive measures

(such as replacing drives) before failures occur, drive failure
prediction has received extensive attention and research. Since
HDDs have been widely used for a long time, there are many
works on HDD failure prediction [9, 11, 18, 21, 26, 36, 39, 42,
46,49,51,52]. Most of these works [9,18,21,26,39,42,51,52]
are based on short-term monitoring data, as the symptoms
of HDD failure generally appear days or hours leading up
to the failure [24]. Unlike SSDs that are based on electrical
signals, HDDs are mechanically based, and their problems
would quickly develop into serious failures.

In recent years, with the popularization of SSDs, more and
more research studies have been done on SSD failure predic-
tion [3, 7, 16, 22, 27, 30, 33, 40, 45, 50]. Alter [3] et al. adopted
classification algorithms to predict SSD failures based on ma-
chine learning algorithms, including logistic regression, sup-
port vector machine, random forest, and neural network. They
also analyzed the failure characteristics of SSDs in different
periods. Chandranil et al. [7] introduced the unsupervised
anomaly detection algorithms, isolation forest and autoen-
coder, to predict SSD failures. These algorithms only learn
the patterns of healthy SSDs and consider the ones with large
pattern differences to be failed SSDs. Hao et al. [16] intro-
duced LSTM, a recurrent neural network, to capture failure
symptoms from the sequences of monitoring data. In addition,
they proposed Ensemble LSTM to enhance the prediction ac-
curacy through ensemble learning. Xu [45] et al. studied the
impact of feature selection algorithms on SSD failure predic-
tion. They proposed a feature selection approach, Wear-out-
updating Ensemble Feature Ranking (WEFR), to improve the
performance of random forest algorithm by selecting SMART
attributes with strong representational ability.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose multi-view and multi-task random
forest (MVTRF) to predict SSD failures and other failure in-
formation based on short-term and long-term monitoring data.
We observed that some failure symptoms are hidden in the dis-
tribution and trend of long-term data, and thus histogram fea-
tures and sequence-related features were introduced. MVTRF
learns these features and short-term data in parallel through
multiple sets of decision trees, thereby integrating multi-view
information to find more failures and reduce false alarms. In
addition, we adopted multi-task learning to allow a single
model to learn and predict detailed failure information, in-
cluding failure type and remaining lifespan. We also propose
similar decision extraction (SDE) to obtain the key decisions
from MVTRF to identify and analyze the failure causes. These
details help operators to quickly verify the failure and recom-
mend appropriate actions to handle it more efficiently. Our
evaluation on real data from data centers showed that MVTRF
significantly improves the accuracy of failure prediction and
can predict the failure type and remaining lifespan of SSDs
simultaneously and effectively.
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